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The shape of exotic even-mass 182–190Pb isotopes was probed by measurement of optical isotope shifts
providing mean square charge radii (hr2i). The experiment was carried out at the ISOLDE (CERN) on-line
mass separator, using in-source laser spectroscopy. Small deviations from the spherical droplet model are
observed, but when compared to model calculations, those are explained by high sensitivity of hr2i to
beyond mean-field correlations and small admixtures of intruder configurations in the ground state. The
data support the predominantly spherical shape of the ground state of the proton-magic Z  82 lead
isotopes near neutron midshell (N  104).
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The subtle interplay between individual and collective
behavior of a finite number of strongly interacting fermions
leads to aspects of mesoscopic systems that can only be
studied in atomic nuclei [1]. For neutron-deficient nuclides
around the closed proton shell at Z  82, this interplay
leads to the appearance of states with different shapes at
low excitation energy. These so-called shape coexisting
states can be interpreted as particle-hole excitations across
the closed proton shell gap [2] whereby the interaction of
the valence proton particles and holes with the neutrons
drives the nucleus into deformation. The phenomenon of
shape-coexistence is subject to intensive experimental and
theoretical studies [3,4]. Alpha-decay experiments have
revealed a triplet of low-lying 0 states in the 186Pb nu-
cleus, which is located at neutron midshell between N 
82 and 126 [1]. Excited bands built on top of the 0 states
were observed in 182–190Pb [5–10], and recent lifetime
measurements confirmed the deformed character of the
bands [11]. For 186 188Pb, it was concluded that the ground
state and the 21 state have a very different structure, the 0
ground state of predominantly spherical and the 21 state
of predominantly prolate character. Monopole transition
strengths between the 0 states were used to estimate the
mixing between the normal and intruder configuration [12]
and revealed limited configuration mixing in the
190;192;194Pb ground-state wave function [13,14]. But as
the excited 0 states become lower in energy when ap-
proaching N  104 (186Pb), the mixing could increase
substantially.
Several theoretical models have been applied to describe
the structure of the neutron-deficient lead isotopes with
their coexisting and mixed spherical, prolate, and oblate
states, such as phenomenological shape mixing calcula-
tions [13,14], symmetry guided shell model and interacting
boson model truncations [15,16], and beyond mean-field
approaches [4,17,18]. All models that provide a consistent
picture of the available data suggest that the ground state of
lead isotopes is dominated by spherical configurations,
even when the prolate and oblate rotational bands come
down very low in energy around N  104, and the barrier
that separates the corresponding structures in the total
energy surface is very small. But all models also suggest
that the low-lying 0 states have mixed configurations with
different shapes that might affect observables. Most ex-
perimental data, however, concern transitions to the ground
state, which depend on the structure of the initial state.
Observables that give detailed information on the
ground-state wave function are charge radii determined
in atomic spectroscopy. Their measurements revealed, for
example, a sudden and dramatic change in the mean square
charge radii (hr2i) between 187Hg and 185Hg (Z  80)
that was interpreted as a change in the ground-state defor-
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mation from weakly oblate to strongly prolate [19,20], and
similar deviations from sphericity have been observed in
the neutron-deficient platinum (Z  78) isotopes [21]. No
such transition has been seen for the lead isotopes down to
190Pb (N  108) [22].
In this Letter, we report on the first measurement of the
isotope shifts in the atomic spectra of the very neutron-
deficient even-even 182–188Pb isotopes and deduce the
mean square charge radii which probes the lead ground
state directly. By combining the in-source laser spectros-
copy technique with efficient alpha detection, mean square
charge radii data were extended well beyond the neutron
midshell at N  104, from 190Pb to the short-lived 182Pb
(T1=2  55 ms), which was detected with a rate of about 1
ion per second. The isotope shift and hyperfine splitting
obtained for the odd-mass lead isotopes and isomers will
be the subject of a separate publication.
The radioactive lead isotopes were produced at the PSB-
ISOLDE facility at CERN, in a proton-induced (Ep 
1:4 GeV) spallation reaction on a thick (50 g=cm2) UCx
target [23,24]. The reaction products diffuse out of the
target toward the ion source cavity, heated to around
2050 C. In this cavity, the lead isotopes are selectively
ionized in a three-step laser ionization process. With
copper-vapor pumped tunable dye lasers, atomic elec-
trons are promoted out of the 6p2 1=2; 1=20 ground state
toward a 6p7s 1=2; 1=21 excited state (  283:305 nm).
In a second excitation step, the 6p8p 1=2; 3=22 level is
reached by a second tunable dye laser (  600:186 nm).
The final ionizing step is supplied by the pump laser.
In order to determine the isotope shift of the optical line,
the first excitation step laser is set to a narrow linewidth of
1.2 GHz, and its frequency is scanned over the resonance.
The laser power in the first excitation step is reduced to
avoid line broadening caused by saturation. This results in
a reduced on-line ionization efficiency of about 1% [25].
Because of Doppler broadening in the hot cavity, the total
linewidth was 4 GHz.
After ionization and extraction, the radioactive ions of
interest are accelerated to 60 keV, mass separated and sub-
sequently implanted in one of ten identical 20 g=cm2
carbon foils, mounted on a rotating wheel. A Si-detector
(area 150 mm2, thickness 300 m), placed behind the foil,
measures the -radiation during a fixed implantation time.
After this period, a new wavelength is set, and a fresh
carbon foil is introduced by turning the wheel. The im-
planted lead ions are counted via their characteristic
-decay, and the intensity of the  lines as a function of
the laser frequency reveals the optical isotope shift (see
Fig. 1). The heavier isotope 190Pb was measured via its
-decay in a similar way using a dedicated  setup. The
in-source laser spectroscopy technique was first used in
Gatchina [26]. More details can be found in [27,28].
To determine the absolute wavelength calibration and
the shape of the resonance curve, laser scans using the
mass separated ion current of the stable isotope 208Pb were
performed regularly. In addition, the laser power in the first
excitation step was recorded and used for normalizing the
measured intensities over laser power fluctuations. For
every mass, measurements with a fixed reference fre-
quency, at regular time intervals (every third measurement
point), were used to monitor the overall stability of the
production, ionization, and detection system, except for
182Pb (too low production rate).
Figure 1 shows the obtained frequency scans. The curves
are fitted with a convolution of a Gaussian and a
Lorentzian, deformed to take into account the laser line
asymmetry. From the centroid position, the isotope shift
relative to 208Pb, A;208, is deduced. Details of the data
analysis are presented in [29,30].
The isotopic change of the charge radius hr2iA;A0 was
deduced from A;A0 through the standard procedure as
explained in [31]. The results are given in Table I. The
isotope shift in the 723 nm atomic optical transition
from 6p2 (1D2) to 6p7s (3P1) and the mean square charge
radius of 190Pb had been measured previously by collinear
laser spectroscopy [22], yielding a value of hr2i 
0:84010 fm2 in agreement with our result (Table I)
and proving the reliability of the present technique.
Figure 2 shows the mean square charge radii for the lead,
mercury, and platinum isotopes. The data are compared to
the droplet model predictions [32] assuming zero deforma-
tion (2  0). The deviation from the spherical droplet
model predictions increases when going down from the
Z  82 closed proton shell. The large deviation observed
for the ground state of the odd-mass mercury isotopes
[19,20] and the odd- and even-mass platinum isotopes
[21] around N  104 has been interpreted as due to the
onset of strong prolate deformation. In case of lead, a
modest deviation is observed, and Fig. 3 shows the differ-
ence between experimental charge radii and the droplet
model prediction. To highlight possible shape effects, iso-
deformation lines are shown for 2  0:1 and 0.15. From
196Pb downwards, the spherical droplet model predictions
deviate from the data, with an underestimation around
0:1 fm2 from 190Pb to 184Pb. Introducing a static deforma-
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FIG. 1. Alpha intensity versus wave number for the even-even
lead isotopes 188Pb (E  5980 keV), 186Pb (E  6335 keV),
184Pb (E  6626 keV), and 182Pb (E  6921 keV).
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tion in the droplet model with 2 around 0.1 improves the
agreement with the data for 184–190Pb, but is inconsistent
with spectroscopic properties [3,11,32]. More realistic ap-
proaches that provide a good description of the coexisting
bands in the neutron-deficient lead isotopes are the beyond
mean-field calculations [4,18] and the Interacting Boson
Model [16,33,34].
The model used in [4] mixes mean-field wave functions
all having a different axial quadrupole deformation.
Around midshell where the lead isotopes are soft, the
collective wave function is spread over a large number of
configurations, and the notion of spherical or deformed
becomes ill defined. One can however still measure the
importance of deformed configurations in the collective
wave function by averaging the deformation of the mean-
field wave functions with their weight in the former. A
collective wave function with a distribution of components
symmetric with respect to the spherical configuration will
have a mean deformation close to zero and can be consid-
ered as spherical. This was indeed the case for the ground
state of the lead isotopes studied in [4]. The resulting hr2i
values underestimate the experimental data and decrease
too quickly with decreasing N (Fig. 3).
The global study of the ground-state properties within
the same formalism presented in [18] points at the sensi-
tivity of the isotope shifts to the details of the effective
interaction. We have verified that the Skyrme interaction
SLy4 used in [18] instead of SLy6 used in [4] brings only
marginal changes. By contrast, the slight reduction of the
pairing strength from [4] to [18] has a significant effect on
the precise balance between excited prolate and oblate
configurations but leads only to a very small increase in
the mean deformation of the ground state. As seen in Fig. 3,
this tiny modification leads to strongly different radii
which overestimate the experimental data showing that
isotope shifts are very sensitive to correlations in the lead
ground-state wave functions.
The hr2i data are also compared to results from the
configuration mixed IBM calculations where explicit mix-
ing between the configurations resulting from regular 0p
0h and intruder 2p 2h and 4p 4h excitations across
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FIG. 2. Mean square charge radii for the lead [22,31,37],
mercury [20], and platinum [21] isotopes, represented by the
circles (ground state) and triangles (isomeric states), compared
to the predictions of the droplet model [32], represented by the
solid lines. The reference isotope for each element is circled. The
error bars on the experimental results are smaller than the
symbol size. The distance between the different chains is chosen
arbitrarily for better display. The new data points from this work
are displayed with full symbols.
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FIG. 3. Difference from the experimental mean square charge
radii (Expt), the beyond mean-field calculations with normal [4]
(MF) and decreased pairing [18] (MF), and the IBM calcula-
tions (IBM) to the droplet model calculations for a spherical
nucleus. Isodeformation lines from the droplet model at 2 
0:1 and 0.15 are shown.
TABLE I. Isotope shifts A;208exp in atomic transitions and
hr2iexp in mean square charge radii relative to 208Pb, deduced
from this work. The tabulated errors reflect only the isotope shift
uncertainties; the total errors are 0:025 fm2 for 182Pb, 0:013 fm2
for 183–185Pb, and 0:010 fm2 for 186–190Pb, including errors on
the electronic factor and mass shifts.
Isotope T1=2 [s] I A;208exp [GHz] hr2iexp [fm2]
190Pb 71 0 15:8610 0:8395
189Pb 51 32 16:8215 0:8908
189mPb    132 17:3520 0:9188
188Pb 25.1 0 17:5712 0:9306
187Pb 15.2 32 18:7812 0:9936
187mPb 18.3 132 19:3712 1:0256
186Pb 4.82 0 19:8110 1:0485
185Pb 6.3 32 20:6615 1:0938
185mPb 4.3 132 21:2615 1:1258
184Pb 0.49 0 21:7410 1:1505
183Pb 0.535 32 22:9515 1:2158
183mPb 0.415 132 23:5415 1:2468
182Pb 0.055 0 24:5625 1:29912
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the closed Z  82 shell is considered [10,16,34]. A
straightforward generalization of the operator representing
the square radius [33] leads to the form
 hr2i  hr2ci  hP^1regregN^  regn^dP^regi
 hP^1intrintrN^  intrn^dP^intri;
whereby no distinction is made between 2p 2h and
4p 4h intruder excitations. The operator N^ takes into
account the change of the radius with changing nucleon
number while n^d accounts for deformation effects. The
parameters reg;intr and reg;intr describe the relative impor-
tance of the latter two effects within the different configu-
rations considered, and P^reg and P^intr represent the pro-
jection operators onto the regular and intruder subspaces,
respectively. We further focus on hN^i as the effect of hn^di
on the radius is small in the lead isotopes.
Based on the intruder spin formalism [34] and on the
similarity of the overall slope of the heavy lead, mercury,
and platinum isotopes close to N  126, the parameters
reg and intr are taken equal (see Fig. 2). These parameters
and their sign remain unchanged when crossing midshell.
However, the decreasing number of bosons beyond mid-
shell is corrected for in a similar way as in [34]. The
magnitude of jregj  jintrj  0:105 fm2 is obtained
from the slope for 202–206Pb. Because the radius is decreas-
ing when moving from 208Pb to lighter isotopes, reg takes
on a negative sign. On the contrary, intr should have a
positive sign because the presence of intruder states intro-
duces deformation into the ground state, hence increasing
the nuclear radius relative to the global decrease. The
results, using the ground-state wave functions as obtained
in [10,35], are shown in Fig. 3. Important to note is that also
in the IBM approach, small admixtures of intruder con-
figurations in the lead ground state, as reported in
[10,16,34], account for the observed deviation of hr2i
from the spherical droplet model evidencing the high
sensitivity of hr2i to tiny details of the ground-state
wave function.
The optical isotope shifts and the mean square charge
radii have been measured for very neutron-deficient lead
isotopes beyond N  104 midshell using the in-source
laser spectroscopy technique. From 190Pb downwards, the
hr2i data show a distinct deviation from the spherical
droplet model suggesting ground-state deformation, but
comparisons of the data with model calculations show
that the hr2i is very sensitive to correlations in the
ground-state wave functions and that the lead isotopes
stay essentially spherical in their ground state even at and
beyond the N  104 midshell region. This experiment has
shown that the extreme sensitivity of the combined in-
source laser spectroscopy and alpha detection allows us
to explore the heavy mass regions very far from stability
down to isotopes produced at a few ions per second (182Pb).
A newly developed ionization scheme for polonium atoms
will allow us to extend this study to the very neutron-
deficient polonium where the influence of shape coexisting
states in the ground state is expected to be much larger and
shape staggering has been reported [36].
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